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Modify Section 10-6 as follows:
1st paragraph - replace the first sentence with:
"At the time operating employees observe a holiday, whether they work or not, they may elect to take
equivalent lime off later in the year."

2nd paragraph - replace the first sentence with:
"At the time mechanical employees observe a holiday, provided they work all or part of that holiday, they may
elect to take equivalent tune off later in the year."

All other language in Section 10-6 remains the same.

Modify Section 10-7 as follows:
Eliminate second paragraph: "Pay for the banked holiday will be equivalent to pay rate in effect at the time the
holiday was banked."

Eliminate third paragraph: "Employees will be required to take one day vacations prior to banked holidays if
they are unable to bank their vacation time."

All other language hi Section 10-7 remains the same.

Modify Section ll-12(f) as follows;
Modify third paragraph, by elimination of **(!) Do not have to take one (1) days before banked holidays, and"
then modify next paragraph by changing "(2)" to "(1)".

All other language hi Section 1 l-12(f) will remain unchanged.

Modify Section ll-12(g) as follows:
Modify third paragraph, 1st sentence, by deletion of "before banked holidays and" to read: "All unscheduled
one-day vacations must be taken before PB (Personal Business) will be considered"

All other language in Section 1 l-12(g) will remain unchanged.

/continued



Eliminate Section X11I.C.2 as follows:
Eliminate XHI.C.2: "Pay for the banked holiday will be equivalent to the pay rate in effect at the time the
holiday was banked."

Eliminate Section XT1I.C.3 as follows:
Eliminate Xffl.C.3: "Employees will be required to take earned vacation hours prior to banked holiday hours if
the employee is unable to bank vacation."

All other language in Section XIII.C remains the same.

Both parties agree to scan the current CBA for any other references to scheduling of banked holidays that may
conflict with our agreement and commit to discuss as appropriate.


